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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
Everybody does it, and if someone ever denies doing it they are either
lying or mistaken. The ‘it’ in this case is
speeding. Speeding is defined as exceeding the posted speed limit or going
too fast for conditions and we all do it.
Some of us get caught while the majority
of our fellow motoring buddies never do.
Getting caught can be expensive and
irritating and while you may have the
best excuse ever conceived; bottom-line
is that you were exceeding the speed
limit and therefore breaking the law.
Remembering that I’m an engineer for a moment, please forgive me if I
get a little picky with the word speed.
Speed or rate is defined as distance per
time as in miles per hour or feet per year.
You all recall the algebra problems involving trains and Aunt Sally that required the equation D = R x T, T = D/R or
more to the point R = D/T. If you think
about it a bit you will realize that the result of this equation is actually an average. This is where I get a little picky with
speed limits. It may take me an hour to
drive 50 miles but that does not necessarily mean I was traveling at 50 mph –
my average speed was 50 mph, but I
forgot to tell you I made two stops and
ran in to traffic along the way.
My point is this: speed limits
should only be enforceable if they tell
you that your average speed can not exceed the limit over a certain distance.
I’ve only had two speeding tickets during
my driving tenure. The first was in 1981
while I was driving a Kenworth truck. It
was in Rock Springs, Wyoming and I
deserved it. I was 19 and had never
driven a semi before and the combination of nerves and distance from the
ground gave me the impression I was
going a lot slower. A $200 fine helped

me pay more attention to the details
since my average speed was 80 mph
during a time when life ran at 55 mph.
The most recent violation I got
illustrates my irritation with the definition of speed limit. I was driving the
MINI through Kansas and outside of
Liberal on a two-lane highway I got
stuck behind a farmer going to town. I
typically drive 10% over the posted
limit (yes it is technically speeding but
close enough to be ignored) so while I
wanted to go 70 mph the farmer insisted on driving at 55 mph – I had to
get around Buford, so I passed him at
77 mph. I know this because the Kansas trooper told me so. I tried the average speed argument and was still
handed a $160 ticket. By the way, I
passed Buford a little way down the
road doing 80 mph, so there!
During our club rides I’ve
noted that our average speed is toward
the high side. How can you not drive
the MINI fast? But we probably do
need to be just a bit more aware of
limits and laws. Financial consequences aside, driver safety is an important issue and the range of skills on
a club ride can be large. I’m not trying
to rain on anyone’s parade or dampen
the spirit, just wanted to get people
thinking a bit about it. Our rides are
great fun and there is a certain margin
of safety in numbers, but I for one
would hate to see a trooper make Patrol Man of the Month by ticketing 30
MINIs in one day.
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wellbeing and their college funds. I
don’t think having the detector will
change my driving habits, but it will
probably make be slow down when
it starts beeping. Mission accomplished I guess. So now I’ve joined
the ranks of the detector owners;
just one more possible thing to find
in common with other MINI drivers.

Chuck Maybee
President, MINI5280

That said, this past Father’s
Day my kids bought me a radar detector. I’m not sure what message they
were trying to convey to me other than
they are concerned for my financial
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WESTERN SLOPE RIDE 2008
Friday the 13th started off a beautiful sunny day.
The MINI’s assembled at the Stegosaurus Parking Lot
and by 9:30 am we were on our way. David leads, Rick in
the back being the sweep car. Rick and Wendy were driving the new ToyMINI, collaboration between MINI and
Toyota, Rick’s MINI having been disabled June 10th, spitting a spark plug out of the No 2 cylinder.
We headed into Morrison and south to Hwy 285.
Continuing at cruising speed and altitude southwest on
Hwy 285, through Aspen Park and Conifer. A short distance south of Conifer, near the Woodside restaurant, we
were stopped by a traffic signal, when to our delight, we
saw a Pepper White MINI turning south on 285. We
caught up to them, and rolled down the windows and
shouted, “Where are you headed?” “Ouray” came the
reply. We then proceeded to follow and motored over
Kenosha Pass down to Fairplay.

Arriving in Fairplay, the caravan pulled into the
gas station and we met up with Reo and Neady Zentz,
from Molina, near Grand Junction. The Pepper White
MINI followed us and we made our introductions. I asked
them if they were on our run, and they said, no just heading to Ouray for the weekend. We asked where they were
staying and they replied, Hot Springs Inn! We invited
them to join us for the weekend, but they declined, saying
they were meeting up with their parents in Buena Vista
for lunch, but would follow us to that turn-off.
This discourse took and a half hour, and we were
wondering where Rick and Mike & Jen Suoo were. About
10 minutes passed, and I called Rick on his cell. He informed me that Mike had a problem, and they were about
5 minutes away. Rick and Wendy pulled into the station,
and no Mike. We all then were informed that Mike had his
driver window broken by a rock while coming down
Kenosha Pass. He then turned around and went back to
Denver and Ralph Schomp to effect repairs.

Well, this was an auspicious start, but we motored on. South on 285 to Hwy 50, and the romp up
and over Monarch Pass. Onward to Gunnison, David’s
MINI throws a check engine light and he wonders what
now? I monitor the drivability and watch the gas
gauge, but everything is looking ok. We stop in Gunnison for lunch and relax for about an hour. After we recharge, we mount up and head down Hwy 50 to Montrose.
Arriving in Montrose, we fuel up and I notice a
Checker Auto Parts store. Driving over there, I ask if I
can borrow their OBD reader. I check out the MINI and
the code reads “lean fuel mixture”. Huh?????. I clear
the code and we wind our way to Ouray. The 40 miles
to Ouray are SLOW and stop and go. CDOT is oiling
and putting down gravel on Hwy 550. Finally we arrive
in Ouray and check into our rooms. The hotel is right on
the Uncompghre River and the sound of the water is
very soothing. We relax and meet up with Dan and Hap
and their friend, Dan from Grand Jct.
We all head downtown for dinner at the Historic
Western Hotel. The hotel is beautiful, all old wood and
décor. The bar looks like it came around the Horn in the
1880’s. Dinner is good; we basically have the dinning
rooms to ourselves. After dinner, we split up, some going to the Ouray Hot Springs, a short walk from our
rooms, some going for ice cream, and some just walking around the nearly deserted town. Sunset is beautiful, reflecting off of the San Juan’s all around us. About
10:30 we turn in.
Saturday, June 14 started off with breakfast at
the Main St café. At breakfast, we learned that Mike
and Jen made it in about 8:30pm Friday night. Way to
go, Ralph Schomp service team! New window, and
they were only 4 hrs behind us. Der ride fuehrer decided to re-route Saturday. We assembled in the parking lot of the hotel, and decided to leave for Durango
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about 10:30. The ride was re-routed to going south on Hwy
550, the million dollar highway. Mike, Randy and Jacob decided to follow the San Juan Scenic Byway and take in Mesa
Verde. Ingrid and John decided to head over to Telluride for
the day.
We said our goodbye’s
and headed out. The
Bierbaumers and
Wong’s decided to try
and hike up to Cascade
Falls. We made it to the
end of the paved street,
out of breath and heart
rate of about 300. David
hike about ¼ mile further
up canyon, and took
some pics of the steam
rushing down canyon.
We walked back to the
hotel, and hooked up
with the rest of the ride
to Durango. First stop
was Box Canon Falls.

North on Hwy 550, we cruised and took in the
sights. Deer were plentiful and not too inclined to be
hood ornaments. Just after 7:30, we crept into Ouray
behind a gravel truck. We split up and some went back to
the hotel and the hot tubs, some for chocolate, and music, and myself, back to the biergarten where I met up
with Randy & Jacob. We enjoyed a bier and headed
back to the hotel.
Sunday, the 15th was another Colorado postcard
day. We had breakfast, and then assembled at the hotel,
and packed up the MINI’s. We decided to head back to
Denver via Paonia and Glenwood Springs then I-70 west.
I took the lead driving north on Hwy 550, when between
Ouray and Ridgeway, we spy a classic Mini headed
south. Horn’s blaring and arms waving, we passed each
other.
Refuel in Montrose, and motor north to Delta, where we
turn east into the West Elk Mountains. The run up to
Paonia is beautiful, with the fields and mountains all
greened up. We head out of Paonia, towards Mc Clure
Pass. I get lucky and pass other slower cars and trucks

The self-guided tour was $3.00 and took about 45
minutes. We hiked down the catwalk and descended into the
canon. The temp dropped about 30 degrees and the mist
from the falls was welcomed as the temp at the start of the
walk was about 90 degrees. I was unsuccessful in finding the
Flatulent Elm of West Riesling, but was able to spy the elusive cannabis ourayis. We then started our trek south and
started our climb up Red Mountain. About a mile into the ride,
we started picking up truck traffic, slowing our speed. At the
pass, we pulled over and took some pictures.
Traversing the saddle between Red Mountain and
Silverton, we were able to take advantage of the MINI’s uber
handling and speed and overtook our slower travelers. Arriving in Silverton about 1:00pm, we decided to explore the town
and have lunch. We would meet back at 2:30pm.
Meanwhile the Durango-Silverton Rail train pulled
into town, so we watched that for about 15 minutes. At 2:30,
lunch over, we headed out south towards Durango. Scott and
Daphne, natives of Durango, took the lead, over Molas Pass,
and another Kodak Disney moment, down into Durango. We
turned off of Hwy 550 and onto Cty Rd 250. A short ½ mile
and we came upon a bridge over the Las Animas River. This
is the bridge and area that Paul Newman and Robert Redford
jumped from in Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid movie.
Arriving in Durango, we made our way over to Carvers Bakery and Brew Pub. Dinner was excellent with handcrafted beer, root beer and good food. We had a trivia quiz
with 10 questions and a tie breaker. 1st place went to Dennis
and Marge Shepherd, 2nd to Eleanor Wong, 3rd on the tiebreaker was Whitlow Wong. With dinner over, it was time to
head back to Ouray.

and get up to cruising speed. About 2 miles from the
Pass, Jacob comes roaring up behind, and we’re off.
With the speedo measuring about 25-30 mph
above the posted signage, we tear into Carbondale. We
pull over and wait for the rest to catch up. After about 10
minutes, we are together again, and we head to Glenwood Springs. At Glenwood, some of us decide to break
for lunch, and some decide to head for Denver. Nancy
and I finally get home about 3:30pm, and unpack and
reflect on a great weekend with good friends and times.
Article by: David Bierbaumer
Photos by: Randy Russo,
Jacob Van Lierop & Ingrid Fleming
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Mt Evans Mini Run – a newbie perspective
I was an innocent new MINI owner, looking to get out of the
grind and get good gas mileage. I already had a Geo
Metro which gets 54 MPG, but was definitely not sexy…
When my Smart Car reservation fell through, I jumped at
the chance for a
MINI. I was driving
north on I-25 when I
saw an enthusiastic
MINI chili red (mine
too) owner waving at
me with a club sticker
on the side. Cool.
Friendly MINI people,
I waved and checked
out mini5280.com.
The rest was history.
SWEET, my second
run with the club. My
MINI was only 2
months old to me. I
had just gone on the
Tweat Me to Some
Twisties run. This
had been a trial run
to ensure I wasn’t
going to get mixed up
with some weird car
nuts. My wife was already questioning why our MINI came
with so many MINI geeks. Was this how I was going to live
the rest of our life? “Running” all over, maybe going thousands of miles to drive an 11 mile stretch of road. Wait I’m
ahead of myself…

wasn’t there.) get in the car and go! Started off towards
Evergreen, then the turn into the road to the National Forest. It’s funny that MINI’s know they are on twisting
bends…
We started our winding
tour, stopping to get a
couple of cool pictures
of the MINI’s. Did I
mention that you need
to have an unnatural
attraction to taking
WAY too many pictures
of any MINI? Join the
club, camera needed.
I couldn’t resist a picture of us taking pictures in the middle of
the road of our MINI’s,
almost oblivious of oncoming traffic. But the
picts were totally worth
it. The Rocky Mountains, the backdrop for
a MINI run. Nice. We
pulled into the entrance
to the Mt Evans Summit
parking lot where we
were going to pay our money and arrive in 10 minutes on
top of the world. The highest paved road in the North
America. OH NO. The road is CLOSED! NOOOOOO…
Well maybe we were early, it was after all like 8 AM,
maybe we beat the gatekeeper. After talking to the
Forest Service people, a giant snowplow arrived.

Mt Evans Run started out on Friday, May 23rd at 6:30 AM.
This was the official opening of Mt Evans to the public. It
was a morning run with a planned stop for lunch. The
MINI5280 event was driven by a very enthusiastic Jonathan. He has been leading us on the TMTST drive when
we tore up the mountains from Canon City to Cripple
Creek. A seasoned veteran of the Dragon and a former
club officer, Jonathan already hinting at the mods I could be
doing to my MINI.
Since the run was on a Friday, I jumped at the chance to
take a day off. MINI cruising, hanging with new friends,
and not having to work, what were the other MINI people
thinking? This is definitely what I signed up for.
We gathered in the now infamous Stegosaurus lot. MBX5
was there, the cool clubman owner with the ever understanding wife. Shelly from Schomp MINI (the nice gal that
helps you when you first come in) and Theresa, who has
great rims (um... the car, people!!). Five of us in all, a little
less than the 18 we had for TWTST. Set the radios, talk
about the route, get psyched, no coffee, (that’s why Chuck
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short summit road, but were still satisfied, so we split off from
Shelly jumped out and asked him if we could go up and
there. Some went home to obsessively wash off any road grit
how was the weather. Icy and snow packed, and the last
road to the actual summit was closed, the furthest we could and grime, but most marveled in the fact that we were the first
on Mt Evans, and were enjoying a day off riding in our passion, the MINI.
Article by: Randy Russo - Therooster2001
http://picasaweb.google.com/therooster2001/MtEvans

go was Summit Lake, something we knew the night before
might happen. Oh well, at least we were in out MINI’s on a
day off in the sunshine. They opened up the gates and we
were ready to go! We were fired up; no one was around to
challenge us to the first official day of the opening.
Just in case those other car clubs try to say they did it first,
here is official proof that we got the first ticket up the mountain (well actually #0) from the automated ticket machine.
Jonathan ran us up to Summit Lake, a mere 9 miles up the
road. Don’t get me wrong, there were bends and we owned
them! This was the first time my MINI had ever seen snow.
Horrors! We made it into the Summit Lake parking lot. It
was snowing and blowing. We took the obligatory MINI
pictures, and I fell over backwards on the ice trying to get a
good shot, Joe totally caught me. Darn it. We Park looked
at the temp gauge; 22 degrees. WOW, cold.
After taking it all in, we came down, stopping for a very
cool ice wall, all the MINI’s had their lights on for the photo
op. Twisties down to the ranger station, then off to Idaho
Springs (the other direction). I took the opportunity to do
what every MINI owner wants to do; TEAR UP THE
TWISTIES!!! I was FLYING. I got far enough ahead to
stop and take pictures of fellow MINI’s (Joe got to do a
similar photo shoot), as we tore it up to the National store
where we indulged in some REALLY silly animal hats (I got
a cool wolf). We were too early for lunch because of the

THE MOUNT EVANS SCENIC BYWAY IS
AMERICA'S HIGHEST PAVED
AUTOMOBILE ROAD.
I t wa s c o m p l e t e d i n 1 9 2 7 . A l l 1 4 m i l e s of
t h e r o a d f r om t h e e nt r a n c e s t a t i o n t o t h e
M o u n t E v a n s s um m i t p a r k i n g ar e a ( 1 4 , 1 30 )
a r e p a v e d . F r o m t h er e , yo u c a n h i k e t h e
l a s t 1 3 0 f e et ( a b o u t 1 / 4 m i l e wa l k ) t o t h e
top at 14,264 feet.
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“M” IS FOR MINI—SUMMER SOLSTICE RIDE (PART 1)
When Club President Chuck Maybee first announced that
there would be a contest I have to admit that I was intrigued. Then came the naming of the prize, and that just
grabbed me. So I think to myself, who wouldn’t want a
grand prize detailing package? Then I thought to myself,
but what is new, what is different, what is exciting? The
answer came to me while
perusing a map of the
front range. I’d never
seen or driven with MINIs
in these areas, nor had I
even seen a MINI in
passing on such a road.
Perhaps, with a good
theme and a little luck
we’d be taking a ride.
Well, the vote came and went, the planning stage
ramped into full production and the drive came to fruition.
I had thought to myself that
even a dozen cars would have
been great, but then lo and
behold we had 21 other drivers
signed up on NAM. Day of the
drive we show up at the designated spot, bright and early
and begin to wait. We’re not
sure how many folks will show,
but it’s not long before the first
few start rolling in. Up and up
the number climbed and more
and more cars showed up.
Much to my surprise we ended up with a total of 30 MINIs
and Minis present. So now my mind is officially in Wow
mode; it’s simply amazing, and the most cars I’d seen for
any local drive. And I’ll tell you now, keeping this many
cars in one group once the driving begins is just about
impossible.
So when we’re all
ready, we fire up our
engines (a little late
admittedly) and begin
our 100 mile trek into
the hills. Lookout
Mountain was the
usual twisty roads with
great views of Golden
and Denver spread out below. The Central City Parkway
offered wide open and smooth sailing. Central city was
surprisingly easy to get through and before we know it,
we were through yet more twisties and it was already
time to stop for lunch.

Showing up at Centennial Cone Park we
fill the parking lot to
capacity (and then
some) and bust out
our tailgating supplies. Chairs and
folding tables come
out, picnics are consumed and even burgers and brauts find their way onto the lunch table.
Now, here I must apologize for parking in a dirt lot, but I
couldn’t help it for the view it afforded. If nothing else
it’s certainly the biggest MINI picnic I’d ever seen and a
great way to save a few $$ with rising gas prices.
When all bellies are sated, bladders empty of fluids
and drivers eager for the road we line ‘em up and head
out completing the unmapped portion of our ride, the
remainder of Golden Gate Canyon. For anyone that
missed it I recommend finding time for a visit, these
canyons are simply beautiful. Down at the bottom
there was a quick turn about and we proceeded back
up the canyon; after a few detours we found ourselves
stuck behind a pair of trucks, very slowly painting lines
on the Peak to Peak Scenic Byway. After some careful
maneuvering and fortuitous breaks in traffic we all
eventually made it around those trucks and were back
to motoring once more. Coal Creek Canyon was our
next victim and by the time we stopped at the summit
and the wonderful
WonderVu Café
many drivers were
smiling ear to ear.
There are some
splendid hairpin turns
that you defiantly
don’t want to miss, so
again I recommend a
visit if you can.
After visiting in the parking lot, it was time to call an
end to the fun and finish off the canyon. The bottom
brought the end of mountains, the loss of twisties and
the parting of driving companions; at least until later
that night for the SSSR, but that’s another story.
Article by: Jacob Van Lierop
Photos by:Teena Craighill, Vicki Ethier,
Louise Freed and Don Suiter
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SSSS—SUMMER SOLSTICE SCENIC SUNSET RIDE (PART 2)
As if “M” is for MINI was not enough, club members were
treated to an unprecedented second ride in the same
day. With an awesome morning the only way to finish
the first day of summer for MINI5280 was to cap it off
with a sunset ride. As planned and presented by former
club president Jonathan Souza.
In what had to be the shortest club ride in history, the
second part of our Summer Solstice celebration required
all of 12 miles to complete. Originally scheduled for a
scant 8 miles, nearly 50% more motoring was added due
to unforeseen construction routing. The ride began after
some MINI chat at the Lone Tree Starbucks and headed
south to Highlands Ranch. Up Wildcat Ridge and on into
Daniels Park for a wide-open spectacular sunset viewing
location. The sun cooperated nicely and though some

rather severe off-roading was required and the dirt was
dangerously close to spoiling the fun, the hardship of the
terrain was worth the viewing of the sunset.
A perfect end to a fabulous first day of summer. A huge
MINI5280 thanks to Jonathan & Jacob!
Photos by: Jonathan Souza, Jacob Van Lierop
and Vicki Ethier

If you have an idea for a ride, function, event, gettogether or meeting place let us know at:
info@MINI5280.org
You could receive MINI5280 swag for your effort!
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Castle 2 Castle 2 MINI Castle Ride—July 12th
Join us for an all day ride to 3 totally different Castles, drive through the awesome Garden of the Gods Park, thrilling twisties, picnic and more!
I.) Glen Eyrie Castle is an English style Castle built by the Founder of Colorado Springs, General Palmer, for his homesick
English wife.
http://www.dupontcastle.com/castles/gleneyri.htm
II.) Bishop Castle is a work-in-progress by one man: Jim Bishop. Since 1969, Mr. Bishop has been working on his moun
tainside masterpiece one stone at a time and it is still growing! His castle is dedicated to hard working poor people and
all hard working Americans working for a better nation.
http://www.dupontcastle.com/castles/bishop.htm
III.) Burg Mary Castle, our last Castle visit of the day, nearly complete, is being build by Herman Beeh. We will have the op
portunity to drive each Mini (or 2, or 3) up next to the Draw Bridge / Moat for a photo shoot! Herman is wanting his own
Mini Cooper & welcomes Mini5280.org members to an Open Castle at the "Burge Mary Castle".
http://www.dupontcastle.com/castles/burgmary.htm
Date:
Saturday, July 12 (all day, bring a picnic lunch). General plan: Glen Eyrie Castle, Garden of the Gods Park, Bishop
Castle, picnic, Twisty drive, Burg Mary Castle, then dinner out for those who would like.
Bring:
Walkie-talkie radio (Chan 7, Sub 21), picnic lunch, sunscreen, full tank of gas, etc.
Itinerary:
7:00 am — Denver MINI Meet Location: NW Corner of E Castle Pines Pkwy & I-25 at Jenny’s Market/BP Gas Station.
E Castle Pines Pkwy exit is halfway between South Denver I-25/C-470 and Castle Rock.
7:30 am — Denver MINIs leave for the Colorado Springs MINI meet location (below)
8:15 am — Colorado Springs MINI Meet
Location: Star Bucks, 4465 Centennial Blvd
(I-25 & Garden of the Gods Rd, West to Centennial Blvd with Star Bucks on the SE corner).
8:45 am — Trip begins. Leave for Glen Eyrie Castle (5 minutes away).
9:45 am — Leave to drive through Garden of the Gods Park (Colorado Springs).
10:00 am —Leave for Bishop Castle (not shown on maps)
12:00 am —Arrive at Bishop Castle, picnic & explore (wear good walking shoes, no services). Suggested donation $10.
1:00 pm — Leave for some twisty driving.
4:00 pm — Arrive at Burg Mary Castle
(Woodland Park, CO.) for an "Open Castle" for Mini5280 by owners, Herman & Mary Beeh.
5:30 pm –- Trip Ends. Dinner anyone?
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MINI5280 Swag
You know, you’d look great in a shirt
with MINI5280 on it! If you were
wondering how you can show pride
in your club with cool MINI5280 apparel check out www,cafepress.com
and do a search for MINI5280

Reminder for all MINI5280 Members Annual dues run your club and we count on your payment to make your
club better, stronger and more rewarding for you and others.
Please renew annually by visiting the MINI5280 website at:
http://www.mini5280.com/html/membership.html
You can submit your $27 dues either using PayPal or sending to:
Treasurer MINI5280
7931 S Broadway #221
Littleton, CO 80122

As an incentive, renewing members will receive a MINI5280 patch.

Highlands Ranch Car Show
The was but one MINI in this year’s Highlands Ranch Car
Show but over 75 other makes & models were represented. Turn out was good, the weather was hot and the
crowds were very pleased with the MINI. I spent most of
the day talking with other MINI owners, people that know
somebody with a MINI and those that just wanted to know
more about the fun little car. If Schomp had a booth at the
show I’m sure they could have sold 4 or 5 right then &
there.
So no trophy to bring home as an old 1957 AutoUnion, a
E-Type Jag and a VW took away 1st through 3rd. But
hey, it was a fun day and a lot of very nice cars to look at.
Join me next year!
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CLASSIFIEDS
MINI Luggage Trailers

Custom MINI Shift Knobs

Dear MINI 5280 Club,
We manufacture a luggage trailer for the Mini
Cooper and are contacting you to offer your club
members free shipping on all trailer orders
placed on or before May 1st, 2008. Please check
out our website and/or our ad in MC2 and give us
a call if you have any further questions.

2002-2006 Mini Cooper Shift Knobs. $40.00 Shipped.
Custom made from pool balls. Locks on with a dowel pin
and set screws, will not spin.
e-mail me at bryansusanw@hotmail.com

Thanks,
Jim Fredrickson
Sales Manager
Buckarootrailers.com
731.632.5055 office

If you have any items for our classified section
please email a description, price and photo(s) to:
Newsletter@MINI5280.org

For Sale: 2006 MCS $19,000
Hyper Blue Metallic
16,000 miles
Warranty good until February 2009
Harmon Kardon Stereo with built in IPOD
connection in glove compartment Convenience Package, Cold Weather Package,
Premium Package
Leather Seats Dual Pane Panoramic Sunroof, 16” alloy wheels with run-flat tires
Contact Brent Coryell
C: (719) 466-1831
H: (719) 573-4128
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MINI5280 MONTHLY MEETING TUESDAY 7:00 PM JULY 8, 2008
Monthly Meeting - Sonic Drive-in
For the July meeting, let's try the May meeting again. That
means let's do Sonic and a ride.
Meeting to start at 7:00 PM at (if you want food be there
earlier):
SONIC Drive-In
7561 SHAFFER PARKWAY
LITTLETON, CO 80127

We will have a few discussion items such as MITM & C2C
(Castle 2 Castle) but will try to keep it short. Then at about
7:30PM let's head for the hills!
We can do the route planned for the May meeting that was
abandoned due to 4 feet of snow. That route is short and
twisty and probably with less gravel covering the blacktop.
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Calendar of Events
Here are the upcoming MINI5280 events as well as events from other clubs and organizations. For more details on all events visit the MINI5280 Calendar on NAM. Make sure to
check the calendar often because you never know when something may be added!

July 5

Cars & Coffee—Cinos

July 8

July MINI5280 Meeting (Sonic Drive-in)

July 12

Castle 2 Castle Ride

July 25 - 27

MINI Takes the States, Chicago, IL

August 1 - 2

Microcar 2008 Nationals, Heritage Square, Golden, CO

August 1 - 3

MINI Takes the States, Los Angeles, CA

August 6 –10

MINIs in the Mountains 3, Copper Mountain

September 5-7
September 13 – 14

Magical MINI Mystery Tour, San Francisco
Colorado English Motoring Conclave, Arvada, Colorado
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